2017 SPRING / SUMMER

COLLECTION

“ ROCKERS INTERNATIONAL

”

The beat of blaring music from the sound system,
ROCKERS from Kingston linger around…
Longing for US, longing for root music,
Making innovations and bringing new means,
DUB, this is all about. THE style is to be chic
in the burning moments.
17SS collection inspiration is “ROCKERS”,
music movement in Kingston in the 70’
meaning the leading stylish men in slang.
ROCKERS customizing used clothes and military
pieces into their own styles, 17SS is about
reinterpretation of ROCKERS to modern age by
quality materials and original details.

Important topic for the collection is“military ”
Military shirts are introduced to classic cotton
shirts and 14oz un-washed row denim with a belt.
Big pocket Utility trousers accompanied by
reconstructed belt that can be worn also as a
suspender.
Pencil stripe short sleeve shirts, spring coat
are as if sized down to be customized.
Repair stich details are introduced to 2pices
“jacket & trouser” in superior cotton which can
be worn separately.
Oversized tunic shirts can be worn in variance
styles for it’s enjoyable belt.
Coach jacket and belted short trousers are
converted in REGGIANI’s summer wool from Biella.

One of the topics patch worked denim series using
Denim from BERTO Co. are introduced to shirts,
short-trousers and jeans.
Work jacket with row cut fringe details in heavy
canvas also from BERTO.

Knits are enlarged to respond spring and summer
light & thin needs.
Special cotton yarn certified as washable cotton
(can be washed at home by washing machine) into
dry and smooth second skin T-shirts series.
Worn-out kinked moods are transformed to twist
knitting series developed by original
technique.
Silk 100% dry hand yarns are hand knitted into
a country cardigan & vest with a multicolored
leather piping details.
Patterns from old kilim rugs are introduced to
Jacquard knitting for jackets & short trousers.
The touches of handmade vintage knitting are
expressed by 3 kinds of twisted yarn into
cardigans & hoodies.
The zipped polo in Nuts knitting from the 50’,
The seamless pocket with pocket.
Extra oversized cardigan in Mélange, blended
with hard twisted yarn.

